DESTRUCTION OF SUPPLIERS’
PHARMACEUTICAL
INVENTORIES
Pharmaceuticals that are not suitable for consumption must never fall into the wrong
hands or enter the ecosystem. Consequently, pharmaceuticals are classified as hazardous
waste and must be handled and destroyed pursuant to the prevailing laws. Tamro can
collect your pharmaceutical and reference samples and make sure that they are destroyed
in a satisfactory manner.

WHY CHOOSE THIS SERVICE?
We offer a comprehensive solution and ensure that
your obsolete goods (e.g. expired pharmaceutical
samples) are collected, handled and destroyed.
A certificate can also be provided verifying that the
goods have been destroyed.

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE
Tamro accepts pharmaceuticals and commercial
goods for destruction. We are unable to accept
waste that contains syringes or sharp objects, or
hazardous waste. Examples of hazardous waste
include pharmaceuticals that contain toxic metals,
such as antimony, arsenic, lead, chemotherapeutic
agents, chromium and mercury. In the case of liquid
pharmaceuticals and nutrient solutions, we need to
confirm the volumes set for destruction prior to the
goods being sent to us.

can offer a certificate of destruction once the waste
has been destroyed. Our customer service must be
notified of the request for a certificate of destruction
when booking the service.
Contact details for Kundservice CL
Kundservice CL at Tamro handles bookings and
answers questions concerning the destruction of
pharmaceutical inventories held by suppliers. Call
+46 31-767 76 43 or email support.order@tamro.com.

We will transport your waste set for destruction
back to Tamro according to your preferences, based
on a lead time of five business days. The date for
collecting the waste is decided on when booking
the service. The waste cannot be collected on the
same date as the service is booked. Although we are
unable to accommodate traceability requests, we

LEARN MORE For questions related to destruction of pharmaceutical inventories, you are welcome to contact
Kundservice CL at +46 31-767 76 43 or support.order@tamro.com.

